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Abstract: This paper tackles motion planning in a cluttered environment with
a workspace containing a vector drift field that provides an external influence
on the ability of an agent to alter its state. The aim is to develop a planner that
can guide the  agent to a target zone, avoid clutter  and  marginalize  the
influence of drift on motion or exploit its presence in carrying out a task. Here,
a variant of the harmonic potential field approach to planning is suggested to
jointly process the environment geometry and the drift field and produce a
dense, vector  field that can safely guide motion from anywhere in the
workspace to the target while managing the presence of drift in the desired
manner. The approach is developed and its capabilities are demonstrated using
simulation. A provably-correct  method is also presented  for converting the
planning action into an equivalent navigation control that suits a wide class of
UAVs. 

I. Introduction: 
A planner is a context-sensitive, goal-oriented, constrained
intelligent controller  that is required to provide action
instructions (control signal) to an agent on how to deploy its
actuators of motion so that the target may be reached in a
desired manner. A multitude of issues have to be tackled in
order for a planner to function in the above capacity.  One of
these issues has to do with increasing the diversity of
environment-related, operator-supplied information which the
planner is capable of processing to yield the guidance signal.
The overwhelming majority of planners rely solely on the
geometry of the environment as the only form of information
which the planner is required to process [1,2,3]. This geometry
usually describe a binary partition of the environment consisting
of forbidden regions which the agent should avoid (obstacles)
and admissible regions which the agent is allowed to operate in
(workspace). Occasionally a workspace contains a force
external to the agent that influences  its state. This force is
known as the drift field.  A drift field is usually treated as a
source of disturbance whose influence should be suppressed by
the agent’s low-level controller. With the advances in forecast
technology [4]  a drift field may be predicted for a considerable
period of time making it a source of information which should
be incorporated in the generated plan instead of being a source
of disturbance that has to be suppressed. This is finding
important applications in planning for energy-exhaustive
missions where good planning does not only reduce the energy
drain caused by drift, but may even use it as a source for
powering the agent. For example, it is desirable to move a UAV
aerial glider along a path where the lift component of the drift
field (wind) is highest [5,23]. A path planned for an autonomous
under water vehicles (AUV) operating in littoral water should
be laid where the energy drain experienced due to water current
is minimized [6].  
 

Several techniques were suggested for incorporating drift fields
in the planning process. Most of these techniques use

optimization or search-based methods for determining the
minimum cost path that connects two points in the drift-
occupied space while avoiding the obstacles. In [6] a genetic
algorithm planner is used to lay a minimum energy trajectory
for an AUV operating in turbulent waters. A tree-based planner
[7] was used to lay a path for an aerial glider along the
component of wind having  maximum lift. The A* search
approach is used for planning a path for an AUV operating in a
current field [8]. A symbolic wave expansion approach is
developed to tackle planning in workspaces with dynamic
current fields [9]. Other approaches may be found in [5,10].
This work extends the capabilities of the harmonic potential
field (HPF) planning approach [11,12,13] to accommodate a
drift field as an external source of information.  The HPF
approach has several advantages: it can easily generate a well-
behaved control signal for both holonomic [14,15] and
nonholonomic robots [16 ]. It is capable of integrating a variety
of constraints in the planning process [17] as well as take the
ambiguity of data into account [18]. The approach can be easily
configured in a multi-agent mode [19]. Adding the ability to
incorporate drift fields in the HPF planner  will further enhance
such type of planners’ ability to function as a part of an
integrated system [20] that has a reasonable chance of
projecting successful behavior in a realistic environment. 

This paper is organized as follows: in section II the planning
task is stated. In section III the modified, drift-sensitive, HPF
planner is developed. Section IV suggests a procedure for
utilizing the planner with a discrete-in-time sequence of drift
field templates. In section V converting the guidance signal into
a control signal is discussed. Section VI contains simulation
results and conclusions are placed in section VII.

II. Problem Statement. 
The planner suggested in this paper is a gradient dynamical
system of the form: 

                                  (1)( )X V X= −∇
The solution of such a system (i.e. generated trajectory) is
required to satisfy the following conditions  
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is minimized (or reduced to a satisfactory value);  where X 0RN,
O is the set of forbidden regions (obstacles, '=MO), S is the
subset of admissible space (worksapce), Q() is the field in S
describing drift, U is a task-related cost functional constructed



by accumulating point costs  (Fc(X)) along the path of the agent
from the starting point to the target and Fc is a point cost
function constructed in aim with the aspect of interest to the
operator. This function is dependant on the direction along
which motion is heading relative to that of the drift field. Fc is
constructed based on the mission that is being planned for. In an
energy exhaustive mission it is desirable that the obstacle-free
path connecting the start and end points together has a drift
component that is in-phase with the direction along which
motion is heading. A choice of Fc is 
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where 1 is the angle between -LV and Q, K is a positive
constant and Fu is a function describing the utility of the drift at
a certain point in space.  

 

  Figure-1: The suggested utility function versus 1. 

To empower an agent to carry-out the task encoded in the
gradient field, -LV(X) has to be converted into a control signal
that is capable of making the dynamical trajectory of the system
in (4) coincide with the kinematic trajectory generated by the
gradient system in (1)
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where G is an orthogonal coordinate transformation, 8 is the
local coordinates of the agent and F describes the manner in
which motion is actuated in the local coordinates of the agent.
The system in (4) covers a large variety of practical agents such
as a fixed wing aircraft whose model is shown in (5) 
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were < is the tangential speed of the UAV,  ( is flight path
angle,  R is directional angle,  F is the banking angle,  , is the
angel of attack,  M is the point mass of the UAV,  FT is the

resultant force along the velocity vector,  FN is the resultant
force normal to the velocity vector,  g is the constant of gravity,
T is the thrust from the UAV engine,  D is the aerodynamic
drag,  L is the aerodynamic lift, CL, CD are positive constants,
D is air density and 8 is  a vector describing motion in the local
coordinates of the UAV, X=[x y z]t, 8=[< ( R]t . 

In the following section the harmonic potential field approach
to planning is modified to address the planning task in (2).  The
HPF approach belongs to the family of partial differential
equation -ordinary differential equation (PDE-ODE) planners
(figure-2)[21].  The ODE part is similar to the one in (1). The
focus is on developing the PDE that encodes the desired
behavior in the potential in a manner that is retrievable by its
gradient field.                       

  Figure-2: Structure of a Hybrid PDE-ODE planner. 
 

III. The Suggested extension : 
A constructive metaphor for understanding the HPF approach
is that of an electric current flowing in a homogeneous
conductor (figure-3) having  a conductivity F(X) [22]. The
conductor has  insulators (F=0) occupying the forbidden regions
surrounded by '. 

Figure-3: Physical metaphor for the planner
 

This analogy was recently used by the author  [18, 24] to
develop a provably-correct variant of the HPF approach. The
approach uses a descriptor (F (X)) that marks at each point in
the agent’s space the agent’s ability to perform an  assigned
task. The approach is called the G-Harmonic potential planner.
The modified PDE part of the HPF planner is obtained as 
  

      LA(F (X)LV(X))/0           X0S             (6)
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A provably-correct  path may be generated (figure-4)
using the gradient dynamical system: 
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where S is the workspace,  ' is its boundary, n is a unit
vector normal to ', Xs is the start point, XT is the target
point and O is the set of zero fitness regions in the agent
space (O={X: F(X)=0}).  As a direct consequence of the
analogy with the electric current, the trajectory generated
minimizes the total risk of moving to the target. 

Figure-4 trajectories from the G-harmonic planner. 
 

Note that F and Fu have the same nature in terms of
measuring the fitness of the trajectory to pass through a
point x in the workspace. Replacing F with Fu in the
differential operator in (6) yields: 
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The overall PDE component of the planner is: 
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The  path may be generated using the dynamical system
in (1).   The proof of the ability of the planner in (10) to
converge to the target from anywhere in S and avoid forbidden
regions follows closely the proofs in [18,24]. As for minimizing
the value of U or reducing it to an acceptable level, it is
expected to be mathematically involved and for now it is
demonstrated by simulation. 
 

A  way for avoiding the forbidden regions (obstacles, O) is to
force the value of the utility function (Fu) to zero in O. This
leads to the generating PDE 
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subject to:  V(XS) = 1,  V(XT) = 0 , and   Fu/0  at X 0O, 

Same as before, the path may be generated using the dynamical
system in (1). Proofs  of convergence an avoidance follow
closely the proofs in [18,24].

 

IV. Extension to a  sequence of drift field templates
In this section a heuristic procedure is suggested for utilizing the
planner for  generating a path when a discrete time sequence of
drift fields is supplied. The approach is based on proceeding
along the lowest cost trajectory generated by the system in (10)
while respecting the temporal sequencing of the navigation
policies. 
 

Let a drift field forecast yield a sequence of  N vector fields 
                    Qi(X)       i=1..N          (12)

where the i’th field template (Qi(X) )  exist in the time period
t=[Ti, Ti+1),  T0=0 and TN+164. Also, let the navigation policy -
LVi correspond to the i’th drift field template. Let Di(p) be the
trajectory generated by -LVi from the starting point p and let
Ui(p) be the cost function computed along the trajectory Di(p)
from the starting point p to the target point xT. Let a breakaway
point  $k  be defined as the point where the cost of proceeding
towards the target using the path generated by a future
navigation policy becomes lower  than that of the one that can
be achieved by the currently used navigation policy (Ui($k)>
Uj($k), j>i). The procedure for generating the path (figure-5)
from  multiple navigation policies is 
 

1- generate the navigation policies (-LVi ) independently for
each Qi(X) 
2- initialize $0 = Xs
3- using the gradient dynamical systems: 
                        X(0)=$0  i=1,..N     (13)X X= ∇- V ( ).i

generate Di($0) and compute Ui($0), 
4- select the navigation policy -LVj  for generating the trajectory
Dj($0) where (Ui($0) $ Uj($0) œ i…j) 
5- move along Dj($0) checking at each point on the trajectory the
value of the cost function   Uj(Dj($0)) with respect to cost
functions generated by future navigation polices  Uk(Dj($0)) k>j.
6- if a point is encountered where Uj(Dj($0))> Uk(Dj($0))  set that
point as a BAP ($1) and start generating the trajectory using the
dynamical system 
                                          X(0)=$1            (14)X X= ∇- V ( ).k

7- repeat the above until the target is reached. 

Figure-5: Path from multi-template drift field. 
 

V. Control signal generation
In a recent work, the author suggested a novel approach for
converting, in a provably-correct manner, the guidance field
from a harmonic potential into a control field that suits an agent



whose system equation can be expressed in the form in (4)
[25,26]. To perform  simultaneous planning and control, the
approach treats the control signal as a fictitious state hence
unifying the state variables and control variables in one hyper
state space system (15)
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and P(u) is a barrier function used to constrain the magnitude of
the control signal 
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- are the upper and lower bounds on ui  respectively
 and K is a positive constant. The control signal is generated as
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The suggested structure for joint planning and control is shown
in figure-6
       

 Figure-6: The joint planning and control structure. 

One can show if the condition is satisfiedK Max Q x u
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the system in (15) is stable and satisfies the conditions in (19)
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One can also show that all the properties encoded in the gradient
navigation field will be migrated to the control signal. In other
words, if the initial error between the dynamic trajectory Dd  
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is zero,  then Dd = Dk œt. 

VI. Simulation Results
In this section the ability  of the planner to process the drift data
and the geometry of the space and generate a well-behaved
navigation policy and trajectory  is demonstrated for different
drift scenarios. 

In figure-7 the planner tackles a drift that has a vortex form and
is rotating in a counter clockwise direction. The drift is
restricted to a closed square environment. The graph in figure-7
shows both the generated path and the drift field. 

Figure-7: Trajectory in a counter clockwise vortex field
  

The navigation policy responsible for generating the path is
shown in figure-8. The corresponding harmonic potential
generating the policy is shown in figure-9 and the point utility
function for the drift is shown in figure-10.

Figure-8: Navigation policy (figure-5) 

Figure-9: Potential field (figure-5). 



         

   Figure-10:  computed point utility function (Fu(x,y)) (figure-7). 

In figure-11, the direction of rotation of the vortex drift is
reversed. As can be seen the planner responded by selecting a
path to the target that moves with the flow, has a reasonable
length and is sensitive to the confines in which it is operating.

     Figure-11: Trajectory in a clockwise vortex field

In figure-12 a random correlated drift field is used instead of the
vortex field. As can be seen a smooth and safe path with
reasonable length was laid to the target. As can be seen from
figure-13, it was possible to lay the path so that most of the drift
field components along it aid motion.  The navigation policy,
figure-14, is smooth despite the fact that the information being
processed is random. 

Figure-12: Trajectory in a random drift field with obstacle present. 

In figure-15 the workspace contains a variable drift consisting
of two successive templates Q1 and Q2 selected as the vortex

fields in figures-7,11. At each point on the path generated by the
first template (Q1) the cost is compared to the path generated by
Q2. It is noticed that the cost of proceeding to the target along
the path generated by Q1 is always less than that of proceeding
to the target along the path generated by Q2. According to the
procedure in IV, the path generated by Q1 from start to end is
selected as the whole path. This implies that the agent must
adjust its speed so that the whole path is traveled during the
time for which Q1 is present. Had the path generated by Q2
being the lower cost path, the agent will have to wait at the start
point till Q1 is over then start moving towards the target. The
procedure in IV will have to modified  if time constraints on the
speed of the agent are imposed. The selected path is shown in
figure-16. 

Figure-13: Drift vector along the trajectory in figure-15. 

Figure-14: The guidance policy corresponding to figure-12. 

Figure-15: path from two oppositely circulating vortex drift templates.



 

Figure-16: selected total path to the target. 

The following  example demonstrates the ability to convert the
gradient guidance field into a navigation control field for an
involved nonlinear agent. The method reported in [25,26] is
used for such a purpose. The system for which joint planning
and control is carried out is the spherical system with redundant
actuation shown in (22)
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An opportunistic  navigation control is to be synthesized for the
system in (22) in 3D from a start to an end point. The agent is
required to climb up  to an altitude z=2 and move in the xy
plane from start to end while making use of the drift field in the
environment. The field is  shown in figure-17 superimposed on
an intensity map where the brighter the map, the stronger the
drift. 

 

Figure-17: the xy drift map.

The generated dynamical, 3D  trajectory is shown in figure-18.
As can be seen the controller manages to drive the agent from
start to end while maintaining the desired elevation along a
well-behaved trajectory. The xy projection of the trajectory
(figure-19) clearly shows that the path selected is always along
a high drift field component. It also clearly shows that the

dynamical trajectory (solid red) is very close the kinmatic
trajectory (dotted blue) that is generated by the guidance
gradient field. 

 

Figure-18: the 3D dynamical trajectory. 

 

Figure-19: xy projection of the trajectory. 

Figure-20: the navigation control signals. 



The six navigation control signals are shown in figure-20. As
can be seen the signals are well-behaved. It is worth mentioning
that the control signals were constrained so that their magnitude
does not exceed a certain value. Constraints in the control space
were enforced with no effect on the ability of the planner to
steer motion in accordance with the desired aim. 

VII. Conclusion
In this paper the capabilities of the HPF approach are extended
to tackle planning in an environment  with a cluttered
workspace that is  populated by a drift field. The suggested
extension along with the means for performing simultaneous
planning and control is a proof of principle that the HPF
approach is capable of efficiently addressing the information
diversity issue needed for a planner to tackle a realistic
situation. Although the presentation in the paper mainly aims at
developing the new HPF-based approach and demonstrating its
capabilities with no mathematical proofs provided at this stage,
the approach is a provably-correct  in terms of its ability to
converge to the target and avoid cluttered regions. It ought to be
noticed that in achieving the above objective the modified
approach retains all the desired aspects of an HPF-based
generated trajectory. The generated path is smooth even when
the information being processed have a random nature. This also
applies to the navigation policy which is both smooth and
guarantees convergence to the target from anywhere in the
workspace. As a result it is possible to use the approaches in
[16,25,26] for converting the guidance signal into a well-
behaved control signal. The paths generated also have a
reasonable length and are dynamically friendly. This author
strongly believe that the suggested approach is another firm step
towards developing an integrated planner that has a reasonable
chance of success operating in a realistic environment. 
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